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Summary

In the �rst phase of this project we have compared the performance of the H	��� �p�
��kb�s� low bit rate video coding standard with the so�called Simulation Model 

�SIM�
� proposed within the COST���� activity of the European Community	 Both
are derived from the well�known block�based DPCM�DCT hybrid coding scheme and
di�er primarily in the motion model used	 In extensive experiments the SIM�
 coder
has been judged to signi�cantly outperform the H	��� coder in terms of image quality	
The improvement was especially due to the reduced image �blockiness�	 However�
at very low rates �i	e	� below ��kb�s� the performance of the SIM�
 coder was still
unsatisfactory for the critical parts of �Carphone� and �Foreman� sequences	

In the phase II of the project we have identi�ed two goals� ��� to �nd the per�
formance limits of the H	��� standard with respect to motion estimation� and ���
to explore the applicability of region�oriented schemes to the coding of videophone
sequences at very low rates	

Thus� �rst we describe a block�based motion estimation that attempts to optimize
the overall bit budget for intensity residual �prediction error�� motion vectors and
overhead information	 We compare simulation results for this scheme with full�search
block matching in the context of H	��� coding	 We conclude that a gain of at most
�dB is possible and this at higher bit rates �
����kb�s�� at very low rates no clear
improvement was observed	 Since this result has been obtained by exhaustive search�
any practical scheme would result in a smaller gain	

Then� we move to region�based representations of video sequences that are ex�
pected to eliminate image blockiness at very low rates	 Such representations are at
the center of interest of the MPEG�� forum established to study methods for very
low bit rate audio�visual coding	 In this project we have not attempted to simulate a
complete region�based video coder� but rather study some of its essential blocks	 We
describe a region�based representation of motion and propose a new algorithm for the
computation of such representation�s parameters	 Its essence is based on the observa�
tion that usually motion boundaries correspond to intensity boundaries	 Therefore�
we describe an intensity�based image segmentation and we give details of a three�step
method for the computation of motion parameters for each region of the segmentation	
Since a complete region�based motion representation requires also the description of
region shape� we compare several schemes �lossless and lossy� for e�cient shape rep�
resentation	 We conclude that region�based motion estimation provides a substantial
reduction of the prediction error� however at the same time we demonstrate that a
large portion of the bit rate has to be allocated to the representation of region shape	
It is not clear at this time whether the loss can be compensated by the achieved gain	

In the �nal sections of the report we describe visual demonstrations of some results�
we discuss the results obtained and we propose directions for further research in the
�eld of very low bit rate video services	
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� Introduction

In the last few years novel and very demanding applications� such as desktop video�
conferencing and mobile communications� have given a renewed impetus to the devel�
opment of very low bit rate video coding algorithms	 The bit budget is very restricted
in such applications and therefore every transmitted bit carries a signi�cant amount
of information	 Due to the nature of contemporary coders this information is related
to motion parameters� to intensity �and color� residual or to overhead information	
In this phase of the project �phase II� we concentrate on the motion aspect and we
explore issues related to the modeling and computation of motion for very low bit
rate applications	

From the phase I of this project ���� we have learned that the motion model
used has a decisive impact on the quality of the encoded video sequences at low bit
rates	 The above observation con�rms one of the current goals in very low bit rate
video coding research� to establish improved and  exible motion models	 In the near
term� algorithms working within the H	��� ��� standard or around it� such as the
H	��
 activity� are being developed	 These new algorithms usually require modest
decoder modi�cation� and therefore are rather inexpensive in practical implementa�
tion	 Interesting examples of schemes requiring such a modi�cation are described in
the literature ���� ���	 In this context we discuss in Section � our preliminary study of
the performance limits of the H	��� standard with respect to motion estimation	 We
compare the rate�distortion performance of the H	��� coder for two motion estimation
algorithms� the standard exhaustive search �with respect to the sum of squared dif�
ferences� and a rate�based algorithm� that minimizes the total number of bits needed
for motion� intensity residual and overhead information per block	

As for the long�term goal� models and algorithms very di�erent from the H	���
standard are investigated in search of a performance improvement	 This search is
motivated by the inherent limitations of standard block�based motion�compensated
coding schemes� the crude �object� model� which assumes that image is made up of
regularly�sized moving square patches� and the simple motion model� which assumes a
translational displacement	 These two models result in very annoying �blockiness� of
image intensities at very low bit rates� the human visual system �HVS� is very sensitive
to structured patterns such as the �staircase� e�ect	 To overcome these limitations�
object� and region�based methods have been proposed in the literature ��� �� ���	
In such methods� motion of 
�D objects �projected onto ��D image plane� or motion
of ��D regions �in the image plane� is modeled� computed and used for prediction or
tracking	 We consider the region�based approach not only as the means to reduce
�blockiness� of image intensities� but also as a way of hiding coding artifacts	 More
precisely� we believe that due to the spatial masking property of the HVS the coding
errors� most prominent around sharp intensity transitions �region boundaries�� should
be less visible	 Therefore� in Section 
 we discuss our approach to motion estimation
and segmentation that is adapted to regions� the moving �objects� are regions related
to intensity segmentation and the motion model is an a�ne transformation on the
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plane	 The proposed method is based on intra�frame intensity segmentation followed
by region�based motion estimation� motion�based fusion and boundary adjustment	
The resulting region�speci�c motion assures a substantial improvement in prediction
quality� but simultaneously raises two important issues� coding of image intensities
supported on each region and coding of image segmentation maps	 The former issue
has been addressed in a number of publications over the last few years ��� �� �� ����
although it has not yet found a satisfactory solution for practical applications	 As for
the coding of segmentation maps� in Section 
	
 we review lossless techniques based
on run�length� simpli�ed arithmetic and chain coding� as well as a lossy method based
on polygonal region approximation	

Fig	 � shows the block diagram of a region�based video coding scheme that we are
exploring in this project	 As usual it comprises two compression branches� intra� and
inter�frame	 Both require a segmentation procedure to extract intensity� or motion�
based regions� and a coding scheme for e�cient transmission of segmentation maps	
Additionally� motion estimation and coding of motion parameters must be performed
in the inter�frame branch	 Suitable coding of intensity and color must be assured in
both branches	 The blocks studied in detail within the mandate of this project are
highlighted	
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Figure �� Block diagram of a possible region�based video coding scheme	 Highlighted
blocks have been studied in this phase of the project	
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� Rate�based motion vector estimation

In most implementations of motion�compensated video coders� the motion vectors are
selected to minimize a measure of prediction error� for example the sum of the abso�
lute values of the prediction error over a block	 While this is reasonably e�ective in
minimizing the number of bits required to represent the motion�compensated predic�
tion error �or residual�� it is not necessarily optimal when both the bits to represent
the residual and to represent the motion vectors are considered	 If several motion
vectors give very nearly the same residual� the one which requires the fewest number
of bits to represent should be selected	 Of course� this depends on how motion vectors
are encoded� and can only have an impact if a variable�length coding scheme is used	

The above problem is very general and is currently the subject of active research
��	 The goal in this project is to carry out a preliminary investigation to see how
this approach can be applied in the context of standard low bit rate coding schemes
such as H	��� and the forthcoming H	��
� and what impact it has on rate�distortion
performance of the coder	

The approach we have taken is straightforward but computationally intensive	 The
goal of the experiment is to determine what can be gained before trying to develop
low�complexity implementations	 Within the H	��� coding syntax� we compare two
di�erent motion estimation algorithms�

� exhaustive search for the minimum of the sum of squared di�erences �SSD� of
the prediction error over a macroblock�

� exhaustive search for the minimum of rate R � Rr!Rm!Ro for a macroblock�
where Rr is the number of bits required to code the intensity�color residual �in
case the macroblock is inter�coded�� Rm is the number of bits required to code
the di�erential motion vectors �in case motion compensation is used�� and Ro

is the control information that is packaged into the macroblock header	

Thus� in the rate�based �RB� scheme� for each candidate motion vector the number
of bits required to represent it is computed� along with the number of bits required to
code the resulting residual using the standard DCT method with a �xed quantization
parameter and all other overhead bits� the motion vector giving the lowest total
number of bits is selected for the macroblock	 In other words� whereas in typical H	���
motion estimation is performed so as to minimize an SSD measure of prediction error
between macroblocks� we are now interested in estimating the motion vector which
yields the shortest code for the macroblock to be coded	

Implementing the above rate�constrained scheme entails exhaustively precoding
the macroblock to be coded� with each possible choice of motion vector	 Whereas in
standard H	��� a simple SSD has to be computed for each choice of motion vector�
we now have to compute the Discrete Cosine Transform �DCT� of the macroblock�
quantize the resulting DCT coe�cients and Variable�Length Code �VLC� them	 This
is done approximately 
�x
� � ��� times for each macroblock	

Since H	��� uses a predictive coding of motion vectors for each macroblock� with
shorter codewords for smaller di�erences� this approach would favor� among several
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motion vectors giving similar residual energy� the one most similar to the horizontally
preceding motion vector	 Note that although the quantization parameter is �xed
throughout� the actual distortion may vary depending on the details of the residual	
Ideally� one should also vary the quantization parameter to keep the distortion for
the macroblock constant as we compare di�erent motion vectors� but we did not try
this due to the great increase of computations that it would require	

�Miss America�� image �� �Carphone�� image �� �Foreman�� image ��

Figure �� One image from each of the three QCIF sequences used in simulations	

Figure 
� Comparison of H	��� coder performance for standard SSD�based �sum of
squared di�erences� and rate�based �RB� motion estimation� �a� scatter plot and local
average �t �Lowess smoothing� for SSD�based motion estimation and �Miss America��
and the same �t for both algorithms for �b� �Miss America� and �c� �Carphone�	

The experiment was carried out on two sequences ��� frames of �Miss America�
and ��� frames of �Carphone� at 
�� temporal subsampling� Fig	 �� with � di�er�
ent quantizer parameters	 Since both rate and distortion are di�erent between the
rate�based and the standard algorithm� we have compared the average rate�distortion
performance of the two methods	 Fig	 
�a� shows the scatter plot of rates and distor�
tions obtained over the �� coded P frames of �Miss America�� along with a smoothed
version �Lowess smoothing�	 Figures 
�b� and 
�c� show the smooth rate�distortion
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curves for the standard full�search motion estimation �SSD� and the rate�based mo�
tion estimation �RB� for �Miss America� and �Carphone�� respectively	 As can be
seen from this �gure the performance improvement is at higher quality� at a �xed
rate there is about �	
dB PSNR gain for �Miss America� and �	�dB for �Carphone�
while at a �xed PSNR the reduction of bit rate is about �kb and �kb� respectively	
At lower quality� however� there is no appreciable di�erence between the two algo�
rithms which may be partially due to the role that the overhead information plays at
the lower rates	 Since in our experiments a very time�consuming exhaustive search
was used� any practical scheme approximating the above algorithm would attain a
smaller gain	

� Region�based representation of video sequences

In traditional coding schemes� the most annoying artifact at very low rates is the
�blockiness� of image intensities	 The visibility of blocks is particularly objectionable
at object boundaries since the HVS is sensitive to regular patterns such as the �stair�
case� e�ect	 Therefore� it is essential that object boundaries be represented more
precisely	 At the same time� a certain level of distortion may be permitted around
the boundary due to the spatial masking of the HVS	 Below� we propose an approach
to region�based representation of motion	 It is based on the observation that only
under speci�c circumstances motion boundaries will not coincide with intensity edges
����	 Thus� we study three blocks from Fig	 � that are pertinent to the region�based
representation of motion�

� intensity�based �intra�frame� segmentation�
� inter�frame segmentation and motion estimation�
� coding of segmentation maps	

To compute the intensity�based segmentation we implement a novel algorithm re�
cently proposed in the literature �Section 
	��	 We use the resulting segmentation
as an initial step for our new 
�step algorithm� motion estimation for intensity�
derived regions� motion�based region fusion and adjustment of region boundaries
�Section 
	��	 Since the estimated motion parameters are region�speci�c� image par�
tition into regions must be transmitted as well	 We compare four techniques used for
compression of such partitions� three lossy and one lossless �Section 
	
�	

��� Intra�frame image segmentation

A very popular technique for image segmentation is called split�and�merge	 It is based
on partitioning the image into square blocks and further splitting or merging these
blocks based on some homogeneity criterion	 This criterion is often chosen to be the
variance of the intensity within the block	 If the variance in the block is larger than
a threshold� the block is split into four sub�blocks� to which the splitting criterion
is recursively applied	 If on the other hand two neighboring blocks can be merged
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while keeping the overall variance within some bounds� then they are merged	 The
split and merge procedures are iteratively applied until no further splits or merges
are possible	 Since our goal is to search for an image segmentation that is not block�
based� we would need to carry out block splitting down to the pixel level	 At such a
level� however� the method does not perform well especially for complex images with
signi�cant noise content	

Therefore� we use a di�erent approach that still exploits pixel interdependency but
at a lower level	 We partition each image in a video sequence into regions of almost
uniform intensity by computing a Minimum Description�Length �MDL� estimate of
the image ����	 Let g�x� t� be image intensity at spatial position x and time t	 De�ning
the description S to be a piecewise�constant image function in x� and assuming the
image g to be of the form g�x� t� � S�x� t� ! n�x� t� with n a stationary zero�mean
Gaussian white noise process of variance ��� the conditional description length L�S�g�
is given by

L�S�g� � L�g�S� ! L�S� �
PX
i��

�g�xi� t�� S�xi� t��
������� !

�

�
log������ ! L�S�� ���

corresponding to entropy coding the �independent� random variables n�xi� t� with P
being the number of pixels considered	 The description length L�S� of the image g
is cast in algorithmic� as opposed to statistical� terms� and is de�ned as a measure of
complexity	 As such a measure we adopt here �����

L�S� �
�

�

PX
i��

X
xj����xi�

�� � ��S�xi� t�� S�xj� t����

where ���xi� is a second�order ���connected� neighborhood of xi and ��x� � � for
x � � and � otherwise	 The above measure is proportional to the number of bound�
ary points and re ects well the complexity of boundaries	 In order to minimize the
total description length L�S�g�� the � function in L�S� is regularized through a pa�
rameterized family e�x

���� of Gaussians approaching � as 	 � � ����	 The MDL
estimate of the image is computed by successive continuation on 	 together with a
Gauss�Seidel iterative descent algorithm� as indicated in ����	 In order to compute an
estimate close to that which minimizes ���� continuation has to be done very slowly	
This implies that a large number of �small� continuation steps have to be provided�
so as to allow the approximating Gaussians to approach the ��set indicator function	
We accelerate the computation of S� by stopping the continuation on 	 after a certain
number of iterations� and following with unsupervised intensity clustering	 Intensity
clustering can itself be performed according to di�erent algorithms	 We choose one
which has an intuitive explanation as minimizing some energy function	 We de�ne
the energy function of interest as�

U�V� 
�S� �
PX
i��

MX
m��

Vm�xi� t��S�xi� t�� 
�m���� ���
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whereM is the maximumnumber of regions� 
�m� are the centers of intensity clusters
and Vm�xi� t� are binary variables indicating whether location �xi� t� is assigned to
clusterm	 The variables Vm�xi� t� are constrained in that each location �xi� t� must be
assigned to exactly one cluster	 By computing the Gibbs distribution corresponding
to the above energy function� we perform joint estimation of the binary variables
Vm�xi� t� and the continuous variables 
�m� via the EM �expectation�maximization�
algorithm ���	 The Gibbs distribution corresponding to U is given by�

p�V� 
�S� �
�

Z
e��U�V���S��

where � is the inverse�temperature and Z is the partition function	 The EM algorithm
is used to estimate parameters when all of the data is not available	 It yields a
sequence of estimates which converge to a local maximum likelihood estimate	 In the
context of clustering� the problem is that the cluster centers 
 have to be found at the
same time as the cluster elements themselves �V �	 If either the binary variables V or
the continuous variables 
 were known� the energy function U above could have been
minimized with respect to the remaining set of variables	 The EM update equations
are as follows�

E�V k
im� �

e���S�xi�t���
k���m���P

l e
���S�xi�t���k���l���


k�m� �

P
iE�V

k
im�S�xi� t�P

i E�V
k
im�

The �rst equation above corresponds to computing the mean of the binary variable
V k
im� while the second equation corresponds to computing a weighted average of the
S�xi� t�	 These two computations are iterated� one after the other� until convergence
is attained �typically after �� or so iterations�	 In the equations above� the superscript
k indicates the iteration number	 At the same time� we perform continuation on the
inverse�temperature parameter �	 We start with a small value of �� compute the
EM estimates� increase the value of �� compute the new EM estimates using the
previous ones as starting points� increase � again� and so on	 We usually perform
continuation in ��� steps� although experimental results show that fewer steps would
su�ce	 Note that other algorithms� such as K�means clustering� may be used to
minimize the above energy function ���	 However� K�means clustering is nothing but
the zero�temperature version of the above algorithm	

The result of clustering� namely the binary variables Vm�xi� t� describe image
partition " into N connected regions as follows� each region �n � " �i � �� � N�
consists of all sites �xi� t� such that Vn�xi� t���	 From the partition " a piecewise�
constant description S can be recovered� S�xi� t� � n if xi � �n	

Following intensity clustering� the regions in the piecewise�constant description
�segmentation� S are labeled	 This labeling is done by assigning initial labels to points
in the image� and by propagating these labels through neighborhoods	 The whole
process is accelerated by making use of di�erent scan directions for label propagation	
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In the remainder of this document the segmentation S and the partition " will be
used interchangeably	

Fig	 � shows examples of intra�frame MDL�based segmentation for the three im�
ages from Fig	 � and three di�erent degrees of coarseness	 The coarseness of segmen�
tations depends on the variance �� in the model ���� the higher the ��� the coarser
the segmentation	 Note a good correspondence between the computed regions at
medium coarseness and the human perception of regions in those images ��g	 ��	
The �ne segmentation may be judged too �ne �too many regions� for some applica�
tions	 Here� however� we assume that a motion boundary coincides with an intensity
boundary and consequently that an image oversegmented with respect to intensity
incorporates all motion boundaries	 Since this is later corrected by motion�based
fusion �Section 
	�	��� also oversegmented images can be used as the input to the
motion estimation algorithm described below	

In the case of intra�frame coding �Fig	 ��� however� oversegmentation may be
undesirable	 Then� the variance �� needs to be chosen judiciously to assure su�ciently
coarse segmentation	 It is not clear what an optimal value of �� should be� ideally one
would like to jointly optimize segmentation maps and motion parameters to achieve
the minimal overall bit rate	 This is a di�cult problem and is currently a topic of
intense research	

��� Region�based motion representation and estimation

The region�based motion representation and estimation developed below are based
on two underlying assumptions	 First� we assume that in an image sequence motion
boundaries almost always coincide with intensity boundaries	 This observation is not
new and has been exploited before in the computation of motion ���� �
�	 Secondly�
we assume that the displacement of each point x � �x� y�T in an image region can be
described by the following a�ne transformation ���

d�x� �� �

�
a�
a�

�
!

�
b�� b��
b�� b��

� �
x� xg
y � yg

�

where xg� yg are the coordinates of the center of gravity of the region	 Thus� motion of
each region �n is described by the vector of parameters �n � �a�� a�� b��� b��� b��� b���T 	
Other motion models could be incorporated into the algorithm presented below as
well	

�	�	� Estimation of initial motion parameters

Given the initial intensity�based partition " at time t� we estimate motion parameters
���    � �N that de�ne the transformation of each region �n � " �n � ��    � N�
onto image frame at time t�	 Let the vector # � ��T� � � �

T
N�

T describe motion
parameters of all regions in partition "� i	e	� �n describes motion of region �n	 Then�
the estimation of parameters �n for each region in image g at time t can be carried
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�Miss America� ��	 reg
� �Carphone� ��� reg
� �Foreman� ��� reg
�

�Miss America� �	� reg
� �Carphone� � reg
� �Foreman� �� reg
�

�Miss America� ���� reg
� �Carphone� ���	 reg
� �Foreman� �	�	 reg
�

Figure �� Coarse� medium and �ne intra�frame �intensity�based� segmentation maps
for images from Fig	 � computed by the MDL algorithm	

out by minimizing the displaced pixel di�erence �DPD� for each region separately

min
f�ng

X
x�	n

�$g�x� d�x� �n�� t��� g�x� t���� �n� �
�

where $g�x � d�x� �n�� t�� denotes a pixel in image g at time t� compensated for
motion between t� and t and spatially �$g� interpolated by a C� bicubic operator ����	
The formulation �
� is similar to the one from ���� but here the minimization is carried
out using the Gauss�Newton algorithm	

�	�	� Region fusion under motion constraint

Since not all intensity boundaries correspond to motion boundaries� an elimination
of redundant intensity boundaries needs to be performed	 This corresponds to re�
gion fusion and is expected to improve precision of motion estimates� larger regions
undergoing coherent motion provide more data to minimization in �
�	 At the same
time� region fusion is expected to simplify the image partition "	 This is important
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for coding since fewer region boundaries allows a smaller bit rate to be allocated to
the transmission of partition "	

In order that the fusion be e�ective� too many rather than too few intensity
boundaries �regions� should be detected during the initial segmentation	 This can be
controlled by the parameter ��	 A segmentation which is too coarse may result in one
region encompassing several moving objects� a situation that cannot be subsequently
corrected unless region splitting is allowed �like in split�and�merge�	 It is not clear�
however� how to split a region into arbitrarily�shaped sub�regions	

The initial intensity�based partition " and the associated motion parameters #
are modi�ed by fusing neighboring regions if such a fusion decreases the following
cost function�

min
fN��g

NX
n��

X
x�	n

�$g�x� d�x� �n�� t��� g�x� t��� ! ��N ���

The second term on the right�hand side encourages the fusion of neighboring regions
with similar motion parameters� in the limit� as �� � �� all the regions are fused
together� while for ����� two regions are fused only if the DPD of the resulting region
�with new motion parameters� is smaller than the sum of the two previous DPDs	
The minimization ��� is carried out pairwise for all adjacent regions	

�	�	� Region boundary adjustment

The simpli�ed partition " after fusion gives rise to more precise motion parameters�
only a few regions with distinctive motion remain and the number of pixels per
region is increased	 We use the increased precision of motion estimates to adjust
the intensity�derived boundaries and make them consistent with the motion of every
region	 The adjustments are not expected to be very large� at most a few pixels to
either side	 The adjustments are carried out locally at the boundary of each region
by the following minimization�

min
k���x�

�$g�x� d�x� �k�� t��� g�x� t��� ! ���

��
X

y����x�

�� ��k �S�y� t��� �x � B��n���n

where %�x� � fS�x� t�g � fS�y� t��y � ���x�g is the set of labels encountered at x
and in the �rst�order neighborhood �� of x� and B��n� denotes the boundary of region
�n	 The second term describes the complexity of region boundaries and is inspired
by Markov random �eld models used in motion estimation ����	 Minimization ��� is
performed using Jacobi relaxation �the new estimates are not used until the whole
�eld is computed� and exhaustive search over %�x� for each x	

In other words� every �segmentation� pixel on the boundary B of region �n is
examined with respect to the sum of two costs� squared prediction error and boundary
complexity	 The state space % for each pixel consists of its own label and of the
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labels assigned to its ��connected neighbors	 The motion parameters �n are not
updated until the whole boundary is completed	 The immediately preceding label
modi�cations do not impact the current minimization since Jacobi relaxation is used	

�	�	� Results

Figs	 �� � and  show results for each of the sequences tested	 Motion estimation and
motion�compensated prediction have been carried out between the reference frame
�shown in Fig	 �� and the preceding frame	 Each set of results comprises the following
images�

� the preceding and the reference image between which motion is estimated� plus
the di�erence between them �non�compensated for motion��

� three segmentations� initial �intra�frame�� after fusion and �nal after boundary
adjustment �motion�based��

� three motion �elds computed from parameter vector #� initial� after fusion and
�nal �all subsampled by ���

� three �motion�compensated� prediction images� initial� after fusion and �nal�
� three �motion�compensated� prediction error images� initial� after fusion and
�nal �all magni�ed by ��	

Note a dramatic reduction in the number of regions in the segmentation after
fusion and a simpli�ed shape of boundaries after boundary adjustment	

The increased size of regions �due to fusion� has an impact on the precision of mo�
tion �elds	 The initial estimation of # �minimization �
�� has detected small amount
of motion in �Miss America�� modest body and background �in the window� mo�
tion in �Carphone� and relatively rapid global motion in �Foreman�	 After region
fusion �minimization ���� and re�estimation of motion parameters �minimization �
��
there is a clear articulation of head movement in �Miss America� �although the num�
ber of outliers increases�� improved consistency of background and body motion in
�Carphone� and �Foreman�	 After boundary adjustment and another re�estimation
of # �minimizations ��� and �
�� a more uniform vector �eld is obtained for �Miss
America�� however the change is modest	 A dramatic change can be observed for
the other two sequences	 In �Carphone� head motion has become uniformly transla�
tional and the underestimated background motion in the window has been corrected	
In �Foreman� the �nal motion �eld is almost uniformly translational� this global
motion corresponds very closely to the camera pan present at the beginning of that
sequence	

The subjective improvement of motion �elds translates directly into the quality
improvement of predicted images	 Note in the initial predicted images and predic�
tion errors the opened right eye in �Miss America�� spurious tree in the window of
�Carphone� and spurious diagonal line �top�left corner�� distorted right bark and eye
in �Foreman�	 The fusion process has partially corrected the eye opening in �Miss
America� and has corrected the distortions in �Foreman�	 Only after boundary ad�
justment and re�estimation of # have all those distortions disappeared	
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Original� image � � Original� image � � Di�
 between images �� � �

Initial segm
 �	� reg
� Segm
 after fusion ��� reg
� Final segm
 ��� reg
�

Initial motion �eld Motion �eld after fusion Final motion �eld

Initial prediction ���
	dB� Prediction after fusion ��
dB� Final prediction ���
�dB�

Initial prediction error Prediction error after fusion Final prediction error

Figure �� Two consecutive images from �Miss America�� their di�erence and the
initial� after fusion and �nal segmentations� motion �elds� prediction and error images	
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Original� image � � Original� image � � Di�
 between images �� � �

Initial segm
 � reg
� Segm
 after fusion ��� reg
� Final segm
 ��� reg
�

Initial motion �eld Motion �eld after fusion Final motion �eld

Initial prediction ���
�dB� Prediction after fusion ��	
�dB� Final prediction ���
�dB�

Initial prediction error Prediction error after fusion Final prediction error

Figure �� Two consecutive images from �Carphone�� their di�erence and the initial�
after fusion and �nal segmentations� motion �elds� prediction and error images	
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Original� image � � Original� image � � Di�
 between images �� � �

Initial segm
 �� reg
� Segm
 after fusion �� reg
� Final segm
 �� reg
�

Initial motion �eld Motion �eld after fusion Final motion �eld

Initial prediction �	
�dB� Prediction after fusion ���
�dB� Final prediction ���
�dB�

Initial prediction error Prediction error after fusion Final prediction error

Figure � Two consecutive images from �Foreman�� their di�erence and the initial�
after fusion and �nal segmentations� motion �elds� prediction and error images	
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In order to evaluate numerically the quality of prediction� the numbers under each
predicted image give the peak prediction gain de�ned as�

PPG � �� log
����

MSPE

where MSPE is the mean�squared prediction error evaluated over the whole image	
Clearly� subjective improvement translates into numeric gain� with every processing
stage the PPG is increased for all three sequences	 The overall gain ranges from

	�dB to 	�dB	

��� E�cient representation of region boundaries

Since the segmentation map S is an inherent part of motion representation� it needs
to be encoded and transmitted	 This can be done in two ways� a lossless coding� in
which exact geometrical reconstruction of the regions is possible� or a lossy coding�
where the reconstructed region is a close approximation to the coded one	

�	�	� Lossless coding

We have studied lossless coding via two approaches �
�	 In the �rst approach� we have
transformed segmentation maps S into � horizontal label transitions to which we have
applied entropy coding	 The reversible transformation assures lossless reconstruction
of S	 The transitions were Hu�man�coded �based on empirical distributions�� and
then compressed using run�length coding and a simpli�ed version of binary�arithmetic
coding	 The other approach that we have studied is chain coding applied to region
boundaries	 The image contours are detected using the ��connected neighborhood �at
least one neighbor di�erent than others� and then traced point by point �clockwise
or anti�clockwise�	 The resulting contour description consists of successive direction
labels �� labels for ��connected neighborhoods�	 The assumption of smoothness of
boundaries translates into long runs of the same label in the contour description	 To
exploit these redundancies conditional and di�erential coding of direction labels have
been implemented	 The former resulted in higher gains� and therefore only results
for conditional coding are reported here	

The performance of the above algorithms for intra�frame segmentation maps is
summarized in Table ��	 Clearly� any of the studied methods outperforms pulse�
code modulation by a large margin� chain coding gives almost ��� times lower rate
for this particular image	 In several tests on other images� chain coding has always
signi�cantly outperformed the other two methods	

�	�	� Lossy coding

Lossy coding of region boundaries allows only their approximate reconstruction	 The
method adopted is based on a polygonal approximation of region boundaries ����	 The

�In the sequel� bit rates are are given per frame �bits�fr�� per pixel �bits�p� and per contour point
�bits�cp�
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�Miss America� �	� regions� �Carphone� ��� regions� �Foreman� �� regions�

Figure �� Intra�frame �intensity�based� segmentation maps for image �� from the
three test sequences	

�Miss America� �Carphone� �Foreman�

PCM ����� ���� ����
RLC ���
 ���� �
�
BAC ���� ��� �
��
CC ��
� ���� ����

Table �� Bit rates per frame for intra�frame segmentation maps from Fig	 � encoded
using pulse�code modulation �PCM�� run�length �RLC�� simpli�ed binary�arithmetic
�BAC� and chain �CC� coding	 To encode all the labels from Fig	 � using the PCM�
� bits have been used for �Miss America� and  for the other sequences	

mean�squared pointwise error between the contour and its polygonal approximation
is de�ned and a speci�ed number of vertices assigned so as to minimize this error
using dynamic programming	 Parameter � controls the quality of approximation� the
lower the � the closer the approximation to the original contour	 Since polygonal
approximation is ine�cient for small regions� we use chain coding for regions of less
than 
� contour points	 The switching is done using a ��bit  ag� with the remaining
states de�ning three classes that optimize polygon representation �
�	 The vertex
coordinates are coded di�erentially with respect to the preceding vertex with each
class de�ning the maximum distance between vertices	

Table � shows bit rates per frame for polygonal approximation with three values
of �	 Comparing this table with Table � we can see� as expected� that for higher �
distortion measure � increases while the number of bits per frame decreases	 Fig	 �
shows an original image� its intra�frame segmentation as well as three approximations
for di�erent values of �	 Although this is another image from the same sequence� it
is very similar to image ��	 As can be concluded from the table� the rates depend
strongly on the accuracy of region representation by polygons� but visually little
distortion can be perceived even for ���
	 This con�rms our earlier observation that
for optimal image quality judicious allocation of bits between intensity �color�� motion
and segmentation �shape� is needed	
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�Miss America� �Carphone� �Foreman�

�� � �	�� �	�� �	
�
bits�fr ���
 ���� ����

���� � �	�� �	�� �	�
bits�fr ��� 
��� 
��

���
 � �	�� �	�� �	��
bits�fr �� ���� 
���

Table �� Bit rates per frame �bits�fr� for intra�frame segmentation maps from Fig	 �
encoded using lossy compression for three values of �	 � is a distortion measure	

� Results for complete video sequences

��� Region�based motion estimation and prediction

In Section 
	� we have described region�based motion estimation and prediction�
and we have shown some experimental results	 In this section� we present results for
sequences of images� we compare themwith results obtained using block matching and
dense motion �eld estimation� and �nally we study the impact of lossy compression
of segmentation maps on the performance of prediction	

Since the current standards such as the H	���� MPEG��� MPEG�� use block�based
motion model� we have implemented full�search block�matching for ����� blocks and
��� pixel accuracy	 Such a motion model requires transmission of only one motion
vector per ��� pixels	 On the other extreme of the spectrum are dense motion models
that assign one vector to each pixel	 Certainly� this approach substantially reduces
prediction error but allocates higher bit rate to the motion information	 We have
implemented the dense motion �eld estimation according to the method described in
���� with bicubic interpolation for subpixel accuracy ����	

We have tested all three algorithms on the following parts of the test sequences�

� �Miss America�� frames � 
�����			���
� �Carphone�� frames � ������
�����			����
� �Foreman�� frames � ������
�����			���	

Fig	 �� shows the peak prediction gain �PPG� for the three methods	 On average the
region�based prediction �Section 
	�� is outperformed by the pixel�based prediction by
about �dB for �Miss America� and �Carphone�� but for �Foreman� the region�based
prediction outperforms the pixel�based prediction by about �dB	 This may seem sur�
prising at �rst� but consider the fact that motion in �Foreman� is very uniform due to
a camera pan	 To correctly compute the global translational motion� the pixel�based
method would require extremely strong smoothing� but this would be detrimental in
the case of multiple�object motion when motion boundaries would be blurred	 On the
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Original� image �� Intra�frame segmentation Segmentation contours

Approximation� ��� Approximation� ���� Approximation� ����

Figure �� Original image ��� from �Miss America�� its intensity�based segmentation
map� corresponding contours and approximations for ��� �� and �
	

other hand� the region�based method is capable of correct computation of the global
motion if su�ciently large regions are detected �which is the case here�	

Note that in the pixel�based motion estimation scheme the prediction error can
be made very small by relaxing the motion smoothness constraint ����	 To make
the comparison fair� prediction errors should be evaluated for motion information
requiring the same rate in all three cases	 Since we have no suitable coding scheme
for motion information� we chose a high degree of smoothness in the pixel�based
scheme that results in a relatively large error	

At the same time the region�based prediction outperforms the block�based pre�
diction by about 
�� dB for all three sequences	

In Figure �� the region�based PPG marked as �lossless� has been obtained under
the assumption that segmentation is transmitted with no loss of information	 We
have also applied lossy compression �Section 
	
� to the segmentation maps S and
subsequently we have recomputed the motion parameters #	 As can be seen from
Fig	 ��� this approximation ��lossy�� causes an average PPG drop of about �dB for
the three sequences when compared with lossy compression	

Fig	 �� shows some results for image ��� of the sequence �Carphone�	 Note
the signi�cant simpli�cation of the intensity�based partition by fusion and boundary
adjustment	 Although the �nal partition is far from perfect� it corresponds reasonably
well to the motion of di�erent objects in the scene	 The most obvious di�erence
between motion �elds is in the car window� but since almost no intensity gradient
is present there it has little impact on the prediction	 The region�based prediction
errors are concentrated mostly in the vicinity of region boundaries	 These errors are
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Figure ��� Peak prediction gain of the motion�compensated prediction error for block�
based� pixel�based and region�based �lossless and lossy� motion estimates for the three
test sequences	
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less visible in the prediction images due to the spatial masking of the HVS� and it
is likely that they will go unnoticed in the encoded images	 The block�based model
results in the largest prediction error� especially in the area of the mouth and chin
�block visibility�	 These distortions will be most likely visible in the encoded images
if a very limited bit budget is available	 This is certainly the case for the H	���
standard and for the TMN� model at rates below �� kb�s	

��� Representation of region�boundaries

In Section 
	
 we have presented compression results for a single frame of intra�frame
segmentation maps	 Here we present results for a sequence of frames of each test
image	

First� we have tested the intra�frame �intensity�based� segmentation on the fol�
lowing parts of the test sequences�

� �Miss America�� frames � �������			�����
� �Carphone�� frames � ������			����������
�			���
� �Foreman�� frames � ������			����������
�			���	

The subsampling by � in �Miss America� and by 
 in the second part of other se�
quences was done to simulate typical processing applied to videoconferencing material
before encoding	 Table 
 gives the average number of regions and contour points in
each of the sequences� while Tables � and � show average rates for lossless and lossy
compression� respectively	

�Miss America� �Carphone� �Foreman�

Regions �� �� �
Contour points �
� ���� ���

Table 
� Average number of regions and contour points for intra�frame segmentations
of the test sequences	

In terms of the number of bits per contour point �bits�cp�� the run�length coding
and the simpli�ed binary arithmetic coding perform similarly� the increase in the case
of run�length coding for �Miss America� is due to the substantially longer runs of �no
transition� states	 Clearly� chain coding outperforms the other two lossless coding
techniques in terms of the number of bits�fr and bits�cp� however� the latter number
excludes the coding of starting points	 Note that the number of bits per contour point
is within ��& of the estimated entropy rate for chain codes �under the assumption
of stationarity and �rst�order Markov statistics�	 As for lossy coding �Table ��� the
rates can be reduced below those of chain coding even for high�quality approximation
����	 As mentioned before since the rate allocated to segmentation maps changes
substantially with the change of � while the HVS�perceived quality of approximation
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Original� image � ��� Initial segm
 �� reg
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Block�based pred
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Figure ��� Original image � �� from �Carphone�� initial and �nal segmentation
maps� motion �elds� motion�compensated predicted images and prediction errors	
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�Miss America� �Carphone� �Foreman�

bits�fr ���� �
� �
��
RLC bits�p �	��� �	��� �	
��

bits�cp �	�� �	�� 
	
�

bits�fr ��
� ���� ����
BAC bits�p �	��� �	�
� �	
��

bits�cp �	� �	�
 �	��

bits�fr ��� ���� ����
CC bits�p �	�� �	��� �	���

bits�cp� �	
� �	�� �	��
entropy �	�� �	�� �	��

Table �� Average rates over sequences of intra�frame segmentations encoded using the
three lossless methods	 �Starting points of chains are not accounted for	 The entropy
is an estimate of the entropy rate under the assumption that the process consisting
of direction chain codes is stationary and �rst�order Markov	

�Miss America� �Carphone� �Foreman�

� �	� �	
� �	
�
�� bits�fr ��
� 
��� ���

bits�p �	��� �	�
� �	���
bits�cp �	�� �	�� �	��

� �	�� �	�� �	�
���� bits�fr ���� ���� 

��

bits�p �	��� �	��� �	�


bits�cp �	�� �	�� �	�


� �	�� �	�� �	��
���
 bits�fr ��� ���� ����

bits�p �	�
� �	��� �	���
bits�cp �	�� �	�� �	��

Table �� Average rates over sequences of intra�frame segmentations encoded using
the lossy method for three values of �	
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changes very little� the only way to assure overall maximum image quality is to select
optimal bit allocation between texture� motion and shape	

As shown in Fig	 � coding of region boundaries is also needed in the inter�frame
�motion�based� coding branch of the proposed system	 Since usually image partition
based on motion is quite di�erent statistically than the one based on intensity only
�more regions in intensity�based segmentation� not everything moves�� we have tested
lossless and lossy compression on motion�based �inter�frame� segmentation maps	 We
have used the following sequences in our tests�

� �Miss America�� frames � 
�����			���
� �Carphone�� frames � ������
�			���
� �Foreman�� frames � ������
�			���	

The average numbers of regions and contour points are given in Table �� while average
bit rates for the lossless and lossy compression are shown in Tables  and �� respec�
tively	 Clearly� motion�based partitions are less complex than their intensity�based
counterparts� there are fewer regions and fewer contour points	 Consequently� the
rates for motion�based segmentation are lower	 In terms of the number of bits�cp�
lossless techniques perform similarly for both types of segmentation� the increase in
the case of run�length coding for �Carphone� and �Foreman� is due to the substan�
tially longer runs of �no transition� states	 Again� chain coding outperforms the other
lossless techniques	 A very interesting alternative� however� is lossy coding since it is
capable of approaching rates of less than �kb�fr ���kb�s at ��Hz�	 These rates� how�
ever� depend strongly on the accuracy of region representation by polygons	 Fig	 ��
shows an example of �nal motion�based segmentations and their approximations by
polygons ������	

�Miss America� �Carphone� �Foreman�

Regions � �� ��
Contour points ��� �� ����

Table �� Average number of regions and contour points for motion�based segmenta�
tions of the test sequences	

� Demonstration of results

In order to present visually some of the results obtained in the scope of this work� we
have prepared three demonstrations of short video sequences	 These demonstrations
can be viewed in the Visual Communications group laboratory on the Viewstore ����
image sequencer	 The following video demonstrations have been prepared for each of
the test sequences� i	e	� �Miss America���Carphone� and �Foreman��
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�Miss America� �Carphone� �Foreman�

bits�fr ���� ���� ����
RLC bits�p �	��
 �	��� �	���

bits�cp �	�� 
	�� �	��

bits�fr �
�� ���� 
���
BAC bits�p �	��� �	�� �	���

bits�cp �	�� �	�� �	�

bits�fr � �
�� ����
CC bits�p �	�
� �	��� �	��

bits�cp� �	� �	
� �	��
entropy �	� �	�� �	�

Table � Average rates over sequences of motion�based segmentations encoded using
the three lossless methods	 �Starting points of chains are not accounted for	 The
entropy is an estimate of the entropy rate under the assumption that the process is
stationary and �rst�order Markov	

�Miss America� �Carphone� �Foreman�

� �	�� �	� �	��
�� bits�fr ��� �
� ����

bits�p �	��� �	�

 �	���
bits�cp �	�� �	�� �	��

� �	�� �	�� �	��
���� bits�fr 
�
 �� ����

bits�p �	��� �	��� �	���
bits�cp �	� �	�
 �	��

� �	�
 
	�� �	��
���
 bits�fr 

� �
� ���

bits�p �	��
 �	��� �	�
�
bits�cp �	�� �	� �	��

Table �� Average rates over sequences of motion�based segmentations encoded using
the lossy method for three values of �	
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Motion�based segmentation Motion�based segmentation Motion�based segmentation

Approximation Approximation Approximation

Figure ��� Motion�based ��nal� segmentation maps from Figs	 �� � and  after lossy
compression	 Average bit�rates are given in Table �	

� Intra�frame �intensity�based� segmentation via the MDL algorithm �Section 
	��	
Sequences shown�

	 original sequence�
	 MDL intra�frame segmentation sequence	

� Region�based segmentation and estimation of motion �Section 
	��	
Two groups of sequences shown�

	 original sequence�
	 motion�compensated prediction sequence for block�based motion model
�block matching��

	 motion�compensated prediction sequence for pixel�based motion model�
	 motion�compensated prediction sequence for region�based motion model�

and

	 inter�frame �motion�based� segmentation sequence�
	 motion�compensated prediction error sequence for block�based motion model
�block matching��

	 motion�compensated prediction error sequence for pixel�based motion model�
	 motion�compensated prediction error sequence for region�based motion
model	

No video demonstration is provided for the results from Sections � and 
	
	 In
the �rst case� sequences have been encoded in order to evaluate their PSNR and to
compare the rate�distortion performance of two motion estimation algorithms	 In the
second case� for lossless compression no data loss occurs while for the high�quality
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��� or ��� lossy compression� that we are interested in� the di�erences between the
original and approximate segmentations are so small that it would be di�cult to see
them on the screen	

� Discussion

As anticipated in the proposal we have continued to study standard block�based
compression schemes� while at the same time we have looked at more general schemes
that allow natural partitioning of video sequences into regions	

As the results from Section � indicate� gains attained by rate�based motion esti�
mation within the H	��� coding syntax are about �	�dB and this only at higher rates
�higher quality�	 Thus� the potential for improvement within the H	��� standard is
very limited� especially at lower rates	 Since new video applications� such as rapidly
growing desktop videoconferencing and awaited mobile communications� clearly aim
at such rates� a modi�cation of the H	��� standard seems to be unavoidable	 To date
several attempts at relatively small modi�cation of the standard have been made	 For
example� motion compensation based on overlapped blocks ���� and on vector �eld
interpolation ���� have been proposed to reduce the �blockiness� of image intensities	
Although both methods show a substantial improvement in the quality of prediction
images� especially subjectively� it is not clear at this point whether the achieved gains
will be su�cient for application at very low rates� e	g	� of less than �� kb�s	 While
some of the above concepts have found way into the new H	��
 proposal� further work
is needed to gain insight into the performance limits of various H	����like schemes	
For example� recent work on block splitting to achieve more precise motion estimates
�� goes in that direction	

Despite the initial activity within the MPEG�� group to propose object� or region�
based coding as the future very low bit rate video coding standard� it remains to
be demonstrated that such schemes form a viable alternative to H	����like algo�
rithms	 Above� we have proposed an approach to reliable intensity�based �intra�
frame� segmentation and motion estimation�segmentation� two important elements
of the scheme from Figure �	 As the results demonstrate� the region�based predic�
tion outperforms the block�based prediction by 
��dB� while it is worse than the
pixel�based prediction by about �dB for fairly localized motion	 For global motion�
however� the region�based method is better by about �dB	 Although these results
cannot be easily extrapolated to arbitrary data� we expect that for large areas of
consistent motion the region�based prediction should perform very well	 We believe
that this approach is very promising� but we acknowledge the need for its further
re�nement to account for temporal consistency of regions ���	

We have also evaluated several algorithms for the compression of intensity� and
motion�based segmentation maps	 Although the best compression can be achieved
with lossy coding� in order to maintain a good correspondence �small error� between
the original and approximated regions� the rate of about �	���kb�frame is still needed
for QCIF sequences� this may be too high a rate for very low bit rate applications
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�transmission at ��Hz would require ����kb�s just for the shape information�	 Since
our scheme did not account for temporal correlation of the segmentation maps� this
rate may be reduced by eliminating the temporal redundancy ����	 This is related to
the temporal consistency of regions mentioned above and studied in ���	

Of the remaining blocks from diagram in Fig	 �� the coding of motion parameters
has not been tackled yet� while we have done some preliminary work �outside of this
project� on the intra�frame coding of arbitrarily�shaped regions ����	 The inter�frame
coding remains to be studied and again it is closely related to the temporal consistency
of regions	

	 Further directions

In continuation of the work carried out under phase II of the project we can see the
following directions�

� traditional block�based coding�

	 evaluate the new very low bit rate video coding proposal H	��
�
	 study improvedmotionmodels �e	g	� segmentation� for traditional schemes�

� region�based coding�

	 study ways of exploiting temporal consistency of regions in a video se�
quence to reduce bit rate allocated to the transmission of segmentation
maps �shape��

	 study inter�frame coding� e	g	� motion�compensated two�frame versus multiple�
frame prediction�

	 study the coding of motion parameters	
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